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Ideas on Management at Amazon.com

You may know that Amazon.com sells just about anything you want to buy online, 

developed the Kindle e-book reader and Kindle Fire tablet computer, and offers Amazon 

Prime streaming and develops original shows like Transparent and Catastrophe to 

compete with Netflix and HBO. But do you know the following?

• In 2015, Amazon toppled Walmart to become the world’s biggest retailer with a

valuation of $272 billion. In 2016 it was estimated that it would sell 7.2 billion items.

• Amazon Web Services (AWS) developed cloud computing in its early stages and

in 2015 had close to a 30% market share, compared to Microsoft (11%), IBM (7%),

and Google (5%). Amazon gets around 67% of its operating profits from AWS.

• Amazon led to the decline in print news media and bookstores but also bought

the Washington Post newspaper and plans to open as many as 400 bookstores.

• Jeff Bezos, CEO, owns Blue Origin, which sent its New Shepard ship into space

and brought the rocket back for future use, which can dramatically reduce the

cost of bringing something big into orbit down to around $6 million to compete

with SpaceX’s current cost of about $60 million with nonreturnable rockets.
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40  PArt I The GLObaL ManaGeMenT enviROnMenT

• Bezos signed agreements to build rocket 

engines for United Launch Alliance, a 

partnership between Boeing and Lockheed 

Martin.

• Bezos Expeditions has very profitably invested 

in a variety of startups including twitter, 

Airbnb, and Uber, and continues to get in 

on the ground floor of new up-and-coming 

ventures.

• Amazon is working on building a massive 

delivery network to decrease and possibly 

eliminate its need for UPS and FedEx. Amazon 

is working with air-cargo companies to 

	 lease airplanes and establish its own freight operations. Amazon has teamed up 

with Air transport Services. It is also working on driverless bikes, ships, trucks, 

and drones to deliver packages.

• Amazon plans to sell more groceries through convenience stores and curbside 

pickup locations, plus same-day delivery.

• In 2016, Bezos was ranked number one on Fortune’s World’s 50 Greatest Leaders 

and number two on the Forbes 400 2016 list with a net worth of $67 billion. Bezos 

is considered one of the all-time greatest entrepreneurs because he changed 

the way people buy books, the way we read them with e-book readers and 

tablets, and how many people shop—online. Plus, he is working on changing the 

way products are delivered as well as working on space travel. However, not 

everyone is a fan of Jeff Bezos and Amazon. There was an article in The New York 

Times that depicted Amazon as a cutthroat environment that rewards cruelty and 

backstabbing and claimed it uses unethical practices. Bezos clearly stated the 

article wasn’t accurate.

• In 2017, Amazon acquired Whole Foods Market to expand further into selling 

groceries.

• In October 2018, Amazon announced that it was raising the minimum wage paid 

to all of its U.S. workers to $15 an hour.

• In November 2018, Amazon announced it was splitting the location of a 

second headquarters between New York City and Arlington, Virginia. Later, the 

company withdrew its commitment to locate in New York City due to political 

opposition.

• In 2018, the company launched a variety of experiments in physical retail stores by 

opening a limited number of physical book stores and also Amazon’s Go cashless 

convenience stores. The company has plans to expand the number of Go stores 

to over 3,000 locations by 2021.

• In December 2018, workers at one of Amazon’s New York facilities announced 

plans to launch a union-organizing campaign in response to concerns about the 

work environment being excessively stressful for workers.

• In 2019, the company announced plans to acquire thousands of satellites to 

deliver broadband to customers from space.

©iStockphoto.com/jetcityimage
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CHAPtEr 2 The enviROnMenT  41

• In 2019, Amazon has worked to lower prices at its Whole Foods–owned organic 

and healthy food stores and increase the number of specials it offers its Prime 

members.

IOM 1. Who is Amazon’s top manager, and what are the company’s mission, 

major resource, systems process, and structure?

IOM 2. How does the external environment affect Amazon?

IOM 3. What type of culture does Amazon have?

IOM 4. What does Amazon do to be ethical, socially responsible, and sustainable?

Sources: Information for the opening case was also taken from the Amazon website, www.amazon.com, accessed November 29, 
2016; “Forbes 400,” Forbes (October 25, 2016): 192, 206; “The World’s 50 Greatest Leaders,” Fortune (April 1, 2016): 70–71; “Jeff Bezos,” 
Entrepreneur (December 2015): 37; L. Rao, “A Leader With His Head in the Cloud,” Fortune (July 1, 2015): 44–46; L. Stevens and G. 
Bensinger, “Amazon Seeks to Ease Ties With UPS,” The Wall Street Journal (February 5, 2015): A1, A6; D. Leonard, “Will Amazon Kill 
FedEx?” BusinessWeek (August 31, 2016): 46–51; A. Vance, Jeff Bezos Just Ignited a New Space Race,” BusinessWeek (December 
7–13, 2015): 18–19; G. Bensinger and L. Stevens, “Amazon to Build Grocery Stores,” The Wall Street Journal (October 12, 2016): A1; G. 
Bensinger and L. Stevens, “Amazon Takes Aim at UPS and FedEx,” The Wall Street Journal (September 28, 2016): A1, A10. As well as 
the following websites accessed April 20, 2019: https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2018/12/13/18136695/amazon-year-growth- 
alexa-web-services-kids-tech; https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/02/amazon-raises-minimum-wage-to-15-for-all-us-employees.html; 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/05/technology/amazon-second-headquarters-split.html; https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/05/
technology/amazon-second-headquarters-split.html; https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2019/01/16/six-things-to-expect-
from-amazon-in-2019/; https://techcrunch.com/2019/04/02/amazon-again-slashes-whole-foods-prices-doubles-prime-member- 
weekly-deals/; https://www.vox.com/2018/12/12/18137604/amazon-workers-new-york-unionize

Poll: Business Ethics

Does ethical behavior pay?

− Yes

− No

− Neutral

Feedback: Ethics distinguishes between doing right and doing wrong. Acting ethically may 
go beyond simply acting legally. Think about the advantages and disadvantages resulting 
from ethical behavior.

THE ENVIRONMENT
>> LO 2-1:  Explain how internal and external environmental factors affect 

the internal business environment.

Organizations conduct business using their internal resources,1 and how firms conduct 
business is affected by their external environment.2 Thus, managers need to align the 
fit between their internal conditions and external environments through continually 
monitoring both environments.3 In this section, we begin with the internal followed by 
the external environment.

the Internal Environment
Organizations are groups of people working together for a common purpose. They 
are created to produce goods and/or services called products for customers using 
their resources. When we use the term product, it can be a good, a service, or both. 
The organization’s internal environment includes the factors that affect its perfor-
mance from within its boundaries. They are called internal factors because they are 
within the organization’s control, as opposed to external factors, which are outside 
the organization’s control. The five internal environmental factors we’ll talk about 
in this section are presented in Exhibit 2-1. These five factors must be coordinated 
effectively and efficiently.

internal environment Factors 
that affect an organization’s 
performance from within its 
boundaries.
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42  PArt I The GLObaL ManaGeMenT enviROnMenT

EXHIBIt 2-1

Internal Environmental Means and Ends

Ends
(Results to Attain)

Means
(How Mission Is Attained)

Management
and Culture

Resources

Systems Process

Structure

Mission

Mission

What is the ultimate shared purpose of the organization that everyone implements?4 
The organization’s mission is its purpose or reason for being. It states why the firm 
exists and what greater good it serves to drive sales.5 It answers these types of ques-
tions: “What do we do?” “What business are we in?” “How do we differ from our com-
petitors?” MailChimp6 and Savvy Travelers7 both increased sales by developing and 
implementing effective mission statements.

Here are two formally stated missions.

•	 Walmart ’s mission is to help people save money so that they can live better.8

•	 The mission of Springfield College is to educate the whole person in spirit, 
mind, and body for leadership in service to others.9

Companies don’t always define their mission as we would expect. How would you 
say Machine Zone (a game of war), the Giants (a baseball team), Domino’s (a pizza 
company), and McDonald’s define their missions? “We’re a technology company. We’re 
really not a game company.”10 “We’re a media and entertainment company, not just a 
sports team.”11 “We’re in the delivery business.”12 “We’re in the real estate business.”13

The mission can change, such as Microsoft going from delivering Windows and 
Office to “developing technology to help people live better lives and businesses run 
more efficiently.”14 IBM was a computer company. Today CEO Ginni Rometty says IBM 
is an enterprise innovation company.15 The mission should also be relevant and known 
by all stakeholders,16 especially employees, so they can stay focused on accomplishing 
the mission and goals.17

mission An organization’s 
purpose or reason for being.
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CHAPtEr 2 The enviROnMenT  43

Stakeholders are people whose interests are affected by organizational behavior. 
Stakeholders help provide the firms’ resources;18 they make and buy the product, so 
their support is needed to achieve the mission.19 Nine stakeholders are listed in Exhibit 
2-3 and discussed later.

The mission is an expression of the ends the organization strives to attain. The 
other internal environmental factors are considered the means to achieve the ends.20 
Exhibit 2-1 illustrates how all factors of the internal environment are means to achieving 
the organization’s mission. Note that managers develop the mission and set objectives, 
but the managers are a means to an end. You are responsible for helping to achieve 
your organization’s mission.

Management and Culture

Top-level managers are responsible for the organization’s performance as they develop 
the visionary mission, strategies, and plans to achieve success21 It is likely FedEx would 
not be the success it is today without its founder and CEO, Frederick W. Smith, nor 
would Facebook without Mark Zuckerberg.

An organizational culture consists of the values, beliefs, and assumptions about 
appropriate behavior the members of an organization share. The culture has to be 
based on the mission because firms need the right culture to achieve their mission.22 
Because culture is such an important part of management,23 we will discuss it in more 
detail after we have discussed the environment.

Resources

As stated in Chapter 1, organizational resources include human, financial, physical, 
and informational. Human resources (capital) is the most important,24 because people 
develop and achieve the organization’s mission and objectives through the other three 
resources.

Structure

Structure refers to the way in which an organization groups its resources to accom-
plish its mission. As discussed in Chapter 1, an organization is a system structured 
into departments such as finance, marketing, production, and so on. Each of these 
departments affects the organization as a whole, and each department is affected by 
the other departments. All of an organization’s resources must be structured effec-
tively to achieve its mission. Small companies, including MailChimp, develop more 
formal structures as they grow.25 You will learn more about organizational structure 
in Chapter 7.

Systems Process

Organizations structure resources to transform inputs into outputs, primarily to make 
and deliver products such as a Ford car or FedEx package. However, we all have a sys-
tems process to accomplish our tasks/job. The systems process is the technology used 
to transform inputs into outputs to make and deliver products. Boomerang Commerce 
CEO Guru Hariharan says to focus on inputs because that is how you come up with 
new products.26 The systems process has four components:

1. Inputs. Inputs are an organization’s resources that are transformed into 
products or services. At FedEx, the primary input is the millions of packages 
to be delivered worldwide daily.

2. Transformation. Transformation is the conversion of inputs into outputs. At 
FedEx, the packages (input) go to the hub (transformation), where they are 
sorted for delivery.

3. Outputs. Outputs are the products or services offered to customers. At FedEx, 
the packages are delivered to customers; the service of package delivery is 
FedEx’s output.

Stakeholders People whose 
interests are affected by 
organizational behavior, including 
employees, customers, and 
government.

organizational culture The 
values, beliefs, and assumptions 
about appropriate behavior the 
members of an organization 
share.

systems process The method 
used to transform inputs into 
outputs to make and deliver 
products and services.
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44  PArt I The GLObaL ManaGeMenT enviROnMenT

4. Feedback. Feedback provides a means of control to ensure the inputs and 
transformation process are producing the desired results. FedEx uses 
computers to gain feedback by real-time tracking of packages to help ensure 
they are delivered on time.

See Exhibit 2-2 for an illustration of the systems process. Note that technology is 
used to make and deliver products, and the technology often is not high tech. In fact, 
there are companies called low tech.

Quality is an important internal factor within the systems process. Customers 
determine quality by comparing a product’s actual functioning to their requirements 
to determine value. Customer value is the perceived benefit of a product, used by cus-
tomers to determine whether to buy the product. Customers don’t simply buy a prod-
uct itself, or buy the lower cost product. They buy the benefit they expect to derive 
from that product. Value is what motivates us to buy products. Companies like Apple 
use brand names like iPhone knowing customers will “value” the product and pay 
more for it.

Total quality management is the commonly used term for stressing quality within 
an organization. Total quality management (TQM) is the process involving every-
one in an organization focusing on the customer to continually improve product value. 
The two primary principles of TQM are (1) focusing on delivering customer value and  
(2) continually improving the system and its processes. The Japanese term for contin-
uous improvement is kaizen. You will learn more about quality and TQM in Chapter 15. 
See Exhibit 2-3 for a review of the components of the internal environment.

WOrK APPLICAtION 2-1

Identify the quality and value of a product you purchased recently.

Amazon’s top manager is still its founder, Jeff Bezos, who is the company’s pres-
ident, CEO, and chairman of the board (IOM 1). Amazon’s mission is to be Earth’s 
most customer-centric company for five primary customer sets: consumers, sellers, 
developers, enterprises, and content creators. In addition, it provides services, such as 
advertising services and cobranded credit card agreements. Its primary resources are 
the Internet and its computer system and merchandise. Its primary retail systems pro-
cess inputs are customer product orders that are transformed/filled and shipped to the 
customer, resulting in an output of sales that have created customer value. Amazon’s 
primary structure is having a U.S. headquarters and subsidiaries in other countries.

total quality management 
(tQM) The process involving 
everyone in an organization 
focusing on the customer to 
continually improve product 
value.

EXHIBIt 2-2

the Systems Process

Inputs

• Materials
• Parts

Transformation

• Put materials and
 parts together 

Outputs

• Finished product

Feedback
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CHAPtEr 2 The enviROnMenT  45

EXHIBIt 2-3

the Organizational Environment

Feedback

Customers

Multiple Sets of Factors for Various Countries

Competition

Economy

Governments

Technology Society

Shareholders

Labor
Force

Suppliers
Internal

External

Global

Mission

Structure
Systems
Process

Management
and Culture

Resources

The Internal Environment

Identify the internal environmental factor underlying 
each statement.

A. Management and culture

B. Mission

C. Resources

D. System processes

E. Structure

1. _______ “Uber (transportation) got a lot of bad 
press based on sexual harassment and other 
internal problems.”

2. _______ “At Dunkin’ Donuts, we sell 
doughnuts, but we make more money 

on real estate by renting our facilities to 
franchisees.”

3. _______ “The department of business under 
the School of A&S at Forest College is going 
to be expanded to become the School of 
Management.”

4. _______ “After a six-month search, the board 
finally hired a new CEO from our competitor.”

5. _______ “At Big Y supermarkets we buy 
vegetables, cut them up, place them in bags, 
and sell them as salad.”

6. _______ “As the minimum wage continues to 
increase, Wendy’s is buying machines to 
replace order takers.”

2-1 APPLYING tHE CONCEPt
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46  PArt I The GLObaL ManaGeMenT enviROnMenT

the External Environment
The organization’s external environment includes the factors outside its boundaries 
that affect its performance. Managers have very limited influence over what happens 
outside the organization, but they need to adapt to changes in their nine external envi-
ronmental factors discussed here.

External Environmental Factors

To a large extent, businesses can’t do whatever they want to do. Here, we briefly discuss 
how each external factor influences how you conduct business.

•	 Customers. Business success is based on customer relationships and 
providing the products customers want. Without giving customers value, you 
don’t have a business. To a large extent, Amazon is so successful because it 
focuses on customer value.27

•	 Competition. Organizations must compete for customers. When a competitor 
changes prices, firms tend to match prices to keep customers, such as 
American, Asian, Delta, JAM, KLM, and United airways. When competitors 
offer improved or better products, firms tend to do likewise, such as Apple 
and Samsung smartphones.

•	 Suppliers. Organizations buy resources from suppliers. Therefore, a firm’s 
performance is affected by suppliers. The Balise Toyota dealership in 
Massachusetts can’t sell new autos without Toyota supplies.

•	 Labor Force. The employees of an organization have a direct effect on its 
performance. Management recruits human resources from the available labor 
force outside its boundaries, and may need to negotiate with a union, such as 
the AFL-CIO or Teamsters.

•	 Shareholders. The owners of a corporation, known as shareholders, influence 
management. They vote for the directors of the corporation, who hire and fire 
top management, including GE.

•	 Society. Our society, to a great extent, determines what are acceptable 
business practices. Individuals and activist groups have formed to pressure 
business for changes, some with the help of Activist Insights.

•	 Technology. Technology is used to transform inputs into output products, 
and has changed the speed and the manner in which organizations conduct 
business. HP convert parts into PCs.

•	 The Economy. No organization has control over economic growth, inflation, interest 
rates, foreign exchange rates, and so on, but they clearly affect business operations. 
The U.S. Federal Reserve makes changes to help keep the economy growing.

•	 Governments. Nations and their state and local governments all set laws28 and 
regulations29 that influence corporate behavior. State and local laws and regulations 
vary; DraftKing was required by some state laws to stop fantasy sports games.30 
At the local level, there are some laws stating that you may need a license (alcohol, 
gambling) to start a business and where you can do business (zoning laws).

WOrK APPLICAtION 2-2

Give an example of how one firm’s competitors have affected that business.

Dynamic Environments and Interactive Management
Organizational environments are becoming more dynamic, turbulent, complex,31 and 
competitive as change takes place at an incredibly fast pace.32 There is always the 
opportunity that someone will come out of nowhere and crush you, like Netflix did to 
Blockbuster video retail stores.

external environment The 
factors outside of an 
organization’s boundaries that 
affect its performance.
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CHAPtEr 2 The enviROnMenT  47

Businesses need to continually align their internal environment with changes in 
the external environment.33 The successful companies are the ones that keep changing, 
like Netflix going from mailing DVDs, to streaming content, to producing original 
content. Management does so through environmental scanning—searching the envi-
ronment for important events or issues that might affect the firm. But at the same time, 
change should be interactive, with a focus on thriving, not simply surviving.

According to Russell Ackoff, unlike reactive managers (who make changes only 
when forced to by external factors) and responsive managers (who try to adapt to the 
environment by predicting and preparing for change before they are required to do so), 
interactive managers design a desirable future and invent ways of bringing it about.34 
They believe they are capable of creating a significant part of the future and controlling 
its effects on them. They try to prevent threats, not merely prepare for them, and to cre-
ate opportunities, not merely exploit them. Rather than reacting or responding, interac-
tive managers make things happen for their benefit and for that of their stakeholders. 
Apple was interactive when it created the first PC and changed how we listen to and 
buy music and how we use our phones.

Amazon is a customer-driven company in a highly competitive industry where 
customers are extremely price sensitive and demanding in terms of getting their orders 
delivered as quickly as possible (IOM 2). Selling products it does not make requires 
good suppliers. Walmart and Alibaba are competing to take its online customers, 
and it is fighting with Microsoft, IBM, and Google over cloud services. Amazon is a 
corporation with stockholders, and it has a global workforce. It has invested billions in 
technology. Amazon.com is affected by economic growth, inflation, interest rates, and 
foreign exchange rates in more than 100 countries, and it must meet their laws and 
regulations. As a business grows, especially globally, the complexity of its internal 
and external environments increases.

As shown in Exhibit 2-3,35 in the inner circle, a business has control of its five 
internal environmental factors, but it is influenced in the middle circle by its local 
nine external environmental factors and in the outer circle by its global environment. 
Imagine the complexity of UPS conducting business in more than 100 countries with 
different local external environments. In the next chapter, we will discuss conducting 
business in a global environment.

The External Environment

Identify which external environmental factor is referred 
to in each statement.

A. customers

B. competition

C. suppliers

D. labor force

E. shareholders

F. society

G. technology

H. the economy

I. governments

______  7. “The owners of the company will get 
to vote on its being acquired or staying 
independent.”

______  8. “Are you going to close that sale to 
Costco?”

______  9. “If we don’t get a four percent raise, the 
Teamsters union will go on strike at our 
company.”

______ 10. “Animal activist groups pressured the 
Ringling Brothers circus to the point that 
it stopped having elephant acts in 2018.”

______ 11. “KFC bought some bad chicken in 
China, and sales declined.”

______ 12. “Our company was going to be sold to 
Sprint, but the government said that 
would be in violation of antitrust laws.”

______ 13. “Tesla is working on software for its cars 
to be self-driven.”

______ 14. “LinkedIn and other social media 
websites took some of the traffic flow 
away from Facebook.”

______ 15. “Since the recession ended, we have 
had an increase in sales, but revenues 
are still not above prerecession levels.”

2-2 APPLYING tHE CONCEPt
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Downsizing and  
Part-time Workers

As firms struggle to compete in the global 
economy, many have downsized. Downsizing is the 
process of cutting resources to get more done with 
less and thereby increase productivity. In some firms, 
the positions formerly held by full-time employees 
are filled by part-time workers. Using part-time 
employees saves companies money because such 
employees do not receive any benefits (e.g., health 
insurance), in contrast to full-time employees, 

who are entitled to benefits. Walmart is known for 
maintaining a very high ratio of part-time to full-
time employees as a way of keeping costs down. 
Walmart’s employment policy is one of the reasons 
the chain can offer lower prices.

1. Is downsizing ethical and socially responsible?

2. Is using part-time employees rather than full-
time ones ethical and socially responsible?

3. Would you be willing to pay higher prices at 
stores, such as Walmart, so that more full-time 
workers could replace part-time workers?

2-1 JOIN tHE DISCUSSION •	 EtHICS & SOCIAL rESPONSIBILItY

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
>> LO 2-2:  Describe the three levels of organizational culture and their 

relationship to each other.

Organizational culture should be how the firm achieves its mission by living its values 
and beliefs on a daily basis. Fostering the right organizational culture is one of the 

most important responsibilities of a chief execu-
tive, say Google cofounders.36 Plus, in a survey of 
3,300 executives, respondents stated that culture 
is even more important than leadership.37

In this section, we will discuss how employ-
ees learn organizational culture, the three levels 
of culture, strong and weak cultures, manag-
ing and changing cultures, and organizational 
learning.

Organizational Culture Artifacts
Organizational culture is about a shared set of 
beliefs and practices defining appropriate rela-
tionships and activities,38 and it is primarily 
learned through observing people and events. 
Simply, you watch and listen to people and learn 
the culture of what you should and shouldn’t do. 
More complex, there are six artifacts of organi-
zational culture,39 which are important ways that 
employees learn about it:

1. Heroes, such as founders Steve Jobs of Apple, and others who have made 
outstanding contributions to their organizations.

2. Stories are narratives,40 and they are a good way to convey cultural 
knowledge. They are often about founders and others who have made 
extraordinary efforts, such as founder Sam Walton visiting every Walmart 
store yearly. Public statements and speeches can also be considered stories.

3. Slogans, such as McDonald’s Q, S, C, and V (or quality, service, cleanliness, 
and value).

4. Symbols, such as Major League Baseball and Little League Baseball logos, 
team mascots, plaques, pins, jackets, trophies, rings and so on.

Google is consistently rated one of the top companies to work for, in part 
because of its casual atmosphere that encourages employees to participate 
in discussions about company decisions.

©iStockphoto.com/Purplexsu
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CHAPtEr 2 The enviROnMenT  49

5. Rituals, such as a high-five, ringing a gong after making a deal at Indeed, a 
chest bump, and so on.

6. Ceremonies, such as awards dinners for top achievers at Macy’s.

WOrK APPLICAtION 2-3

Identify the cultural heroes, stories, symbols, slogans, rituals, and ceremonies for an organization 
you are/were a member of.

Levels of Organizational Culture
The three levels of culture are behavior, values and beliefs, and assumptions. 
Exhibit 2-4 illustrates the three levels of culture.

Level 1: Behavior—Behavior includes the observable things people do and say or 
the actions employees take. Heroes, stories, slogans, symbols, rituals, and ceremo-
nies are all part of behavior-level culture.

Level 2: Values and Beliefs—Values represent the way people believe they ought to 
behave. Values and beliefs guide decision making and shape the behavior that results 
in level 1 culture. Although organizations use all six artifacts to convey the important 
values and beliefs, the slogan is critical to level 2 culture. A slogan expresses key values.

Level 3: Assumptions—Assumptions are values and beliefs so deeply ingrained 
they are considered unquestionably true and taken for granted. Because assump-
tions are shared, they are rarely discussed. They serve as an “automatic pilot” to 
guide behavior. Assumptions are often the most stable and enduring part of cul-
ture and are difficult to change.

Strong and Weak Cultures
Organizational cultural strength is characterized by a continuum from strong 
to weak. A successful culture operates on simple, easily understood artifacts.41 

levels of culture Behavior, 
values and beliefs, and 
assumptions.

EXHIBIt 2-4

three Levels of Organizational Culture

Level 1
Behavior

Level 2
Values and Beliefs

Level 3
Assumptions
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Organizations with strong cultures have employees who share the values and 
beliefs and behave as expected. Organizations without easily understood artifacts, 
and/or with many employees who do not behave as expected have weak cultures. In 
a strong culture, the group peer pressures nonconformists to behave as expected. 
The primary benefits of a strong culture include easier communication and coopera-
tion. The primary disadvantage is the threat of becoming stagnant and not changing 
when you should.

Netflix believes its culture is a crucial ingredient in its success. Netflix has a well-
earned reputation as a tough place to work with a strong culture that calls for radical 
candor, constant feedback, and consistently evaluating performance. Employees live 
and die by the “keeper test,” a method by which the bosses determine whether some-
one is worth keeping or is an underperforming asset and gets fired.42

Healthy and Unhealthy Cultures
Organizational health is on a continuum from healthy to unhealthy. The continuum 
can also be thought of as positive or negative. A healthy culture has positive val-
ues that are implemented to contribute to success. Conversely, a culture can have 
unhealthy factors that are negative and hinder success and can lead to failure. Being 
on a continuum, a firm can have elements of both healthy and unhealthy cultures. 
VW was caught devising software to lower emissions tests. The VW CEO stated its 
culture was flawed, as it tolerated rule breaking that allowed the deception to con-
tinue for a decade.43

Managing Organizational Culture
Strong, healthy cultures don’t happen by accident, and it’s not easy. Many organiza-
tions are training their employees to fit their culture.44 Symbolic leaders articulate a 
vision for an organization and reinforce the culture through slogans, symbols, and cere-
monies. Larry Page of Google and Jeff Bezos of Amazon are often cited as examples 
of great symbolic leaders.

Organizational culture can be managed by drawing continual attention to its six 
artifacts. If any of these artifacts of a strong, healthy culture are missing or weak, top 
management can work to strengthen the culture. However, strengthening an orga-
nizational culture is not a program with a starting and ending date; it is an ongoing 
process.

symbolic leaders Leaders 
who articulate a vision for an 
organization and reinforce 
the culture through slogans, 
symbols, and ceremonies.

Strong and Weak Cultures

Identify whether each statement reflects an 
organization with a strong or weak culture.

A. strong culture

B. weak culture

______ 16. “It’s hard to know if I need to follow the 
ethics code because managers act 
unethically every now and then.”

______ 17. “Oh, no. Do I really have to listen to the 
story about how the company founder 
Ted walked three miles in a snowstorm 
to deliver the package on time again?”

______ 18. “Everyone in the department acts 
differently, so I guess I can just be me 
rather than trying to act in a manner 
acceptable to others.”

______ 19. “I started to tell this ‘dumb blond’  
joke, and the other employees all  
gave me a disapproving look, so I 
stopped.”

______ 20. “When I walked around the department 
during my job interview, I realized I’d 
have to come to work in formal attire 
because all the women were wearing 
dresses or suits.”

2-3 APPLYING tHE CONCEPt
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CHAPtEr 2 The enviROnMenT  51

Changing Organizational Culture
Organizational cultures often need to be changed to ensure organizational success. 
However, changing cultures is not easy. VW is working to change the unhealthy parts 
of their cultures. Uber had a toxic culture that allowed sexism and sexual harassment 
and it removed its founding CEO Travis Kalanick and replaced many managers to 
clean up the culture.45

Learning Organizations
The learning organization is not a program with steps to follow. It’s about managing 
and changing the culture to adapt to the ever-changing environment. A learning  
organization has a culture that values sharing knowledge so as to adapt to the chang-
ing environment and continuously improve. Learning organizations are including 
machine learning,46 like Amazon Echo with its virtual assistant Alexa.

The learning organization is based on knowledge sharing to improve. Everyone 
you meet in your personal and professional life knows more about something than you 
do. So your job is to get people to pass that knowledge on to you so you can continually 
improve yourself.

Amazon (IOM 3) is a learning organization with an informal but serious, very com-
petitive culture—even serious about having fun. One of the many corporate mantras on 
display for workers reads “Work Hard, Have Fun, Make History.” It is data driven with 
a bias for action. Amazon is obsessed with customers, continuous improvement of its 
website, and sophisticated fulfillment systems to get orders to customers reliably and 
quickly. Amazon strives to maintain a culture that allows people to create innovative 
solutions to the challenges it faces. It celebrates its success with informal and formal 
ceremonies, including picnics on the company lawn. Jeff Bezos is a hero, with sto-
ries often told about him. However, recall that Amazon has been accused of having an 
unhealthy, overly competitive, cutthroat culture that rewards cruelty and backstabbing, 
which Bezos denies.

BUSINESS ETHICS
>> LO 2-3: State the ethical viewpoints used to define ethics.

The unethical character of some corporations globally has led to a decline in public 
confidence of managers.47 Acumen CEO Jacqueline Novogratz says we have experi-
enced a technical revolution; the next chapter is a moral revolution.48 To improve ethics, 
business schools are teaching more ethics courses and including ethics as part of other 
courses, like this one, than ever before.49 Because ethics is so important, we will discuss 
it in five separate sections. In this section, we first define business ethics and views of 
business ethics, in the second we discuss why people use unethical behavior and how 
they justify doing so. Next, we cover three factors influencing behavior that is ethical 
or unethical. In the following section, you will learn guides to ethical behavior and in 
the last section how to manage ethics. Let’s begin by completing Self-Assessment 2.1 
to determine how ethical your behavior is.

What Are Ethics?
Ethics are the standards of right and wrong that influence behavior. Right behavior 
is considered ethical, and wrong behavior is considered unethical. Honesty is ethical, 
which means lying, cheating, and stealing are unethical. Lying is a common unethical 
behavior.50 We constantly have to make decisions that are ethical or unethical.51

Government laws and regulations are designed to govern business behavior. The 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 was passed to tighten the laws affecting business ethics. 
However, ethics go beyond legal requirements to do the right thing even when we don’t 
have to. It is not always easy to distinguish between ethical and unethical behavior, 
such as accepting a gift (ethical) versus taking a bribe (unethical). But our objective is 
to help you know the difference.

learning organization An 
organization with a culture that 
values sharing knowledge so 
as to adapt to the changing 
environment and continuously 
improve.

ethics Standards of right and 
wrong that influence behavior.
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2-1 SELF-ASSESSMENt

How Ethical Is Your Behavior?

For this exercise, you will respond to the same set of 
statements twice. The first time you read them, focus 
on your own behavior and the frequency with which 
you behave in certain ways. On the line before each 

statement number, place a number from 1 to 4 that 
represents how often you do that behavior (or how likely 
you would be to do it):

1 2 3 4

Frequently never

The numbers allow you to determine your level of ethics. 
You can be honest, as you will not tell others in class your 
score. Sharing ethics scores is not part of the exercise.

Next, go through the list of statements a second time, 
focusing on other people in an organization that you 
work for now or one you have worked for. Place an O on 
the line after the number of each statement if you have 
observed someone doing this behavior; place an R on the 
line if you reported this behavior within the organization 
or externally: O = observed, and R = reported.

In College

____  1. ____ Cheating on homework assignments

____  2. ____ Cheating on exams

____  3. ____ Submitting as your own work papers that 
were completed by someone else

On the Job

____  4. ____ Lying to others to get what you want or to 
stay out of trouble

____  5. ____ Coming to work late, leaving work early, or 
taking long breaks/lunches and getting paid 
for them

____  6. ____ Socializing, goofing off, or doing personal 
work rather than doing the work that you are 
getting paid to do

____  7. ____ Calling in sick to get a day off when you are 
not sick

____  8. ____ Using an organization’s phone, computer, 
Internet access, copier, mail, or car for personal 
use

____  9. ____ Taking home company tools or equipment 
for personal use without permission

____ 10. ____ Taking home organizational supplies or 
merchandise

____ 11. ____ Giving company supplies or merchandise to 
friends or allowing friends to take them without 
saying anything

____ 12. ____ Applying for reimbursement for expenses 
for meals, travel, or other expenses that weren’t 
actually incurred

____ 13. ____ Taking spouse or friends out to eat or on 
business trips and charging their expenses to 
the organizational account

____ 14. ____ Accepting gifts from customers/suppliers 
in exchange for giving them business

____ 15. ____ Cheating on your taxes

____ 16. ____ Misleading a customer to make a sale, such 
as promising rapid delivery dates

____ 17. ____ Misleading competitors to get  
information to use to compete against 
them, such as pretending to be a customer/
supplier

____ 18. ____ Taking credit for another employee’s 
accomplishments

____ 19. ____ Selling more of a product than the 
customer needs in order to get the 
commission

____ 20. ____ Spreading rumors about coworkers or 
competitors to make yourself look better so 
as to advance professionally or to make more 
sales

____ 21. ____ Lying for your boss when asked or told to 
do so

____ 22. ____ Deleting information that makes you look 
bad or changing information to make yourself 
look better

____ 23. ____ Allowing yourself to be pressured, or 
pressuring others, to sign off on documents that 
contain false information

____ 24. ____ Allowing yourself to be pressured, or 
pressuring others, to sign off on documents 
you haven’t read, knowing they may contain 
information or describe decisions that might be 
considered inappropriate
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CHAPtEr 2 The enviROnMenT  53

____ 25. ____ If you were to give this assessment to a 
coworker with whom you do not get along, 
would she or he agree with your answers? If 
your answer is yes, write a 4 on the line before 
the statement number; if your answer is no, 
write a 1 on the line.

After completing the second phase of the exercise 
(indicating whether you have observed or reported any of 
the behaviors), list any other unethical behaviors you have 
observed. Indicate if you reported the behavior, using R.

26. ______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

27. ______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

28. ______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Note: This self-assessment is not meant to be a precise 
measure of your ethical behavior. It is designed to get you 
thinking about ethics and about your behavior and that of 
others from an ethical perspective. All of these actions are 
considered unethical behavior in most organizations.

Another ethical aspect of this exercise is your honesty 
when rating your behavior. How honest were you?

Scoring: To determine your ethics score, add up the 
numbers for all 25 statements. Your total will be between 
25 and 100. Place the number that represents your score 
on the continuum below. The higher your score, the more 
ethical your behavior.

25 30 40 50 60 80 90 100

Unethical ethical

Views on Ethics
Here are three ways to view ethics. However, we should try to implement them all based 
on the situation.

•	 Utilitarian view states that ethical decisions should be based on creating 
greater good for society (provide the greater good for the greatest number 
based on consequences/outcomes of actions).

•	 Rights view states that ethical decisions should respect and protect 
individual privileges (right to privacy, free speech).

•	 Justice view states that ethical decisions should be made to treat everyone 
fairly and impartially (don’t discriminate, which we will discuss in the next 
chapter).

UNETHICAL BEHAVIOR
>> LO 2-4: Explain how people justify unethical behavior.

Most people understand right and wrong behavior and have a conscience. So why do 
good people do bad things?52 Most people aren’t simply good or bad. Almost everyone 
will be unethical at times, at least a little.53 We respond to “incentives” and can usually 
be manipulated to behave ethically or unethically if we find the right incentives.54 The 
incentive (or reason we are unethical at times) is usually for personal gain, greed, to 
avoid getting into trouble, and some people don’t believe the rules apply to them.55 
Some Uber (and taxi) drivers take riders the long way (longhauling)56 and insurance 
agents at Aflac sell people insurance they don’t really need57 to increase their income. 
Wells Fargo bank opened accounts that customers didn’t ask for. There were financial 
gains for doing so, and some employees feared losing their jobs if they didn’t meet 
high quotas.
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How Do People Justify their Unethical Behavior?
Few people see themselves as unethical. We all want to view ourselves in a positive 
manner. Therefore, when we do behave unethically, we usually justify the behavior by 
rationalizing to ourselves that there was a good reason for the behavior.58 Justification 
protects our self-concept so we don’t have to feel bad. If we are only a little dishonest, 
we can still feel good about our sense of integrity.59

Here are some common justifications for our unethical behavior.60

•	 Everyone else does it—we all cheat in college; everyone takes things home (steals).

•	 I did it for the good of others or the company—I altered the company records 
to make the company look good; we are not terrorists, but rather freedom 
fighters who bomb to help our cause.

•	 I’m not as bad as the others—I only call in sick when I’m not sick once in a while.

•	 Disregard for or distortion of consequences—No one will be hurt if I inflate the 
figures, and I will not get caught. And if I do, I’ll just get a slap on the wrist anyway.

Have you faced either of these two justifications?

•	 My peers made me do it—peer pressure61 —I didn’t want to help them to get 
paid for not working.

•	 My boss made me do it (lie, steal, cheat) —At NationsBank, employees were 
pressured to sell higher commission mutual funds to clients that were not in 
their clients’ best interest.62

WOrK APPLICAtION 2-4

Give at least two organizational examples of unethical behavior and the justification that was 
used in each instance.

Caution Against Escalation of Unethical Behavior
Today, we live in a time of ethical confusion, with relativism saying there is no abso-
lute truth or right or wrong63—which contradicts itself by using an absolute. It’s tempt-
ing to change the rules or truth and be unethical for personal gain, justifying the 
behavior by telling ourselves it’s OK “to do whatever I want,” which often leads to 
unethical behavior.

Did the people at Enron and other companies start out planning to lie, cheat, and 
steal? Most didn’t. What tends to happen is the company doesn’t hit the target numbers, 
and the employees think “let’s give inflated numbers this quarter, and we will make it up 
next quarter, and no one will know or get hurt in any way.” The problem is, for several 
quarters the same thing happens so they get to the point of not being able or willing to 
admit their unethical/illegal behavior until they get caught. Little white lies are not little.

It is important to understand the subtlety of how unethical behavior can take hold 
of you. The first time we use unethical behavior is harder, but it gets easier, and one lie 
leads to others.64 Our memory tends to fade as we forget about unethical behavior, so 
we repeat it, and it can become a habit for some,65 and especially if we don’t get caught, 
the easier it is to be unethical. The things we do repeatedly determine our ethical 
character.66 The moral of the story is don’t take the first step that leads to escalation of 
unethical behavior.

Does Ethical Behavior Pay?
Let’s take a personal view. Recall from Chapter 1 that executives identified integrity as 
the most important management quality for success. Many companies seek integrity 
in job applicants and even test for ethics. Also, recall our question “Do you want to be 
happy?” Relationships are based on trust, and you get and keep friends and customers 
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CHAPtEr 2 The enviROnMenT  55

based on trust. Unethical behavior that you justify might give you some type of short-
term gain, but in the long run, you’ve sabotaged yourself.

How? Because we usually eventually get caught being dishonest and lose people’s 
trust—hurting our relationships, sometimes losing friends,67 and even going to jail (like 
Bernie Madoff for investment fraud in the largest Ponzi scheme in history). Victims of 
dishonesty often use counterproductive behavior and revenge tactics. It can take years to 
build trust and only one lie to destroy it. How many friends do you have who are dishonest 
with you and take advantage of you for their own personal gain at your expense? So yes, 
the truth absolutely, unequivocally does matter.68 Ultimately, the truth is all that matters.69

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE BEHAVIOR 
TO BE ETHICAL OR UNETHICAL
>> LO 2-5:  Name three factors that influence behavior to be ethical or unethical.

Let’s continue our discussion of the ongoing concern about ethical behavior.70 If you 
want to have integrity, here are three things to realize that can influence your behavior 
in the right or wrong direction.

Personality traits and Attitudes
In Chapter 10, you will learn more about personality. For now, you probably already 
realize that because of their personalities, some people have a higher level of ethics 
than others, or they have an ethical character personality trait.71 Related to personality 
is our attitude toward ethics. People with integrity intentionally use ethical behavior, 
whereas unethical people don’t consider whether their behavior is ethical or not—“it’s 
all about me.” Some people are at the point that they don’t even realize they are dishon-
est and don’t see anything wrong with lying.

Moral Development
A second factor affecting ethical behavior is moral development, which refers to dis-
tinguishing right from wrong and choosing to do the right thing. People’s ability to 
make ethical choices is related to their level of moral development.72 Recall that almost 
everyone will be at least a little unethical at times.73 So we can be on different levels 
for different issues and situations. The three levels of personal moral development are 
preconventional, conventional, and postconventional, illustrated in Exhibit 2-5.

EXHIBIt 2-5

Levels of Moral Development

1. Preconventional. Self-interest motivates behavior; people act to meet their own
needs for personal gain.

No need to justify unethical behavior because it’s OK to do so.

Example: “I lie to customers to sell more products and get bigger commission checks.”

2. Conventional. Behavior is motivated by the desire to be accepted by copying
the behavior of bosses or peers that can pressure members to copy their behavior.

Unethical behavior is justified.

Example: “I lie to customers because the other sales reps do it, too.”

3. Postconventional. Behavior is motivated by universal principles of
doing what is right, regardless of boss or peer pressure to be unethical.

There is no justification for unethical behavior.

Example: “I don’t lie to customers because it’s wrong to do so.”
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WOrK APPLICAtION 2-5

Give an example from an organization where you work or have worked of behavior at each of the 
three levels of moral development.

the Situation
Sometimes we face difficult situations that tempt us to lie or use other unethical behav-
ior that tests our ethical character.74 Recall that the right incentives result in almost 
everyone behaving unethically,75 including when peers76 and bosses pressure us to be 
unethical to compromise our ethical standards.77

Unsupervised people in highly competitive situations are more likely to engage 
in unethical behavior for personal gain or to stay out of trouble. Unethical behavior 
occurs more often when there is no formal ethics policy or code of ethics and when 
unethical behavior is not punished, and even more so when managers ask and reward 
employees for using unethical behavior. In other words, people are more unethical 
when they believe they will not get caught or they will be given rewards.78 Unethical 
behavior is also more likely when performance falls below aspiration levels—recall the 
Uber, Aflac, and Wells Fargo examples.

People are also less likely to report unethical behavior (blow the whistle) when 
they perceive the violation as not being serious, when they are friends of the offender, 
or when they fear retaliation from bosses or peers. Ever seen a show in which police get 
punished by their peers for whistle-blowing on other officers who were clearly guilty 
of breaking the law? It takes high moral responsibility to be a whistle-blower. Have you 
ever blown the whistle? Will you?

GUIDES TO ETHICAL BEHAVIOR
>> LO 2-6: Identify four guides to ethical behavior.

If we are going to make business more ethical, we have to start with ourselves.79 Are 
you an ethical person? The Self-Assessment earlier in this chapter will help you 
answer this question. Every day in your personal and professional lives, you face 
decisions in which you can make ethical or unethical choices. Doing the right thing 
isn’t always easy, and there are more situations when it’s not a clear right-versus 

Level of Moral Development

Identify each statement by its level of moral development.

A. preconventional level

B. conventional level

C. postconventional level

______ 21. Wo says to the customer, “You can trust 
me not to sell you a stock that is not in 
your best interest.”

______ 22. Jean says, “I’ve never had a drink on the 
job, but I’ll take a shot of that whiskey 
with you guys.”

______ 23. Carl says to Lolo, “There is no big deal in 
telling lies to customers. We are helping 
them buy a good product.”

______ 24. Sandy says, “I can’t lie to customers 
because it is against my Christian 
religion; it is a sin to lie.”

______ 25. Latavia says to John, “You’re not selling 
as much as the rest of us. You really 
should lie to customers like we do. If 
the boss asks why you aren’t selling as 
much as the rest of us, you better not 
tell him we lie, or you will be sorry.”

2-4 APPLYING tHE CONCEPt
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CHAPtEr 2 The enviROnMenT  57

wrong choice.80 We can all develop our ethical character.81 Following are some guides 
that can help you make the right decisions.

Golden rule
Are you familiar with the biblical Golden Rule: “Do unto others as you want them to 
do unto you,” or “Don’t do anything to anyone that you would not want someone to do 
to you”? Most religions have a variation of the Golden Rule. The workplace and world 
could change overnight if we all followed this one simple guide for our behavior.

Four-Way test
Rotary International has a motto, “Service Above Self.” This is a great motto to live 
by because helping others, as opposed to the “What can you do for me?” mentality, will 
improve relationships. Rotary developed a four-way test to guide one’s thoughts and 
behavior in business transactions to live the motto. The four questions are (1) Is it the 
truth? (2) Is it fair to all concerned? (3) Will it build goodwill and better friendship?  
(4) Will it be beneficial to all concerned? When making a decision, if you can answer 
yes to these four questions, your potential course of action is probably ethical.

Stakeholders’ Approach to Ethics
Under the stakeholders’ approach to ethics, when making decisions, you try to cre-
ate a win-win situation for all relevant stakeholders so everyone benefits from the deci-
sion. Unfortunately, this is not always easy, because multiple stakeholders often have 
conflicting interests,82 such as a layoff. You can ask yourself one simple question to 
help you determine if your decision is ethical from a stakeholders’ approach: “Would 
I be proud to tell relevant stakeholders my decision?” If you would not be proud to 
tell others your decision or you keep rationalizing it, or if you are trying to cover your 
tracks, the decision may not be ethical. You can’t always create a win for everyone, but 
you can try.

Discernment and Advice
Before you act, use an ethical guide to discern if the behavior is ethical or not. Next 
time you are about to lie, pause and ask yourself “Why am I considering lying?”83 If 
you are unsure whether a decision is ethical, talk to your boss, higher-level managers, 
and other people with high ethical standards. If you are reluctant to ask others for 
advice on an ethical decision because you may not like their answers, the decision 
may not be ethical.

Application of Ethical Guides
Research shows that making a decision without using an ethical guide leads to less 
ethical choices. Using ethical guides at the point of making a decision helps keep you 
honest. So if you want to develop, maintain, or improve your relationships, be ethical84 
and get in the habit of using an ethical guide when making decisions. Are you willing 
to commit to doing so now?

MANAGING ETHICS
>> LO 2-7: State three things organizations should do to manage ethics.

An organization’s ethics are based on the collective behavior of its employees. If each 
individual is ethical, the organization will be ethical. It’s management’s job to help 
ensure that everyone in the firm uses ethical behavior. Some organizations take ethics 
very seriously and even compete to be listed in the World’s Most Ethical Companies, 
including 2019 honorees 3M, Best Buy, DCC, Dell, HP, and L’Oréal.85 Here are three 
things managers should do to help ensure employees use ethical behavior.

stakeholders’ approach to  
ethics Creating a win-win 
situation for all relevant 
stakeholders so everyone 
benefits from the decision.
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Codes of Ethics and training
Also called codes of conduct, codes of ethics state 
the importance of conducting business in an eth-
ical manner and provide moral standard guide-
lines (dos and don’ts) for ethical behavior. Most 
large businesses have written codes of ethics, and 
many provide ethics training for employees. For 
an example, go to your college website and search 
for its code of ethics.

top Management Support 
and Example
Managers are ultimately responsible for the 
behavior of their employees, and they need to lead 
by setting an ethical example,86 because employ-

ees tend to copy their behavior.87 Many large corporations have ethics officers respon-
sible for developing their ethics codes and developing and conducting this training. 
For example programs, visit Lockheed Martin’s website (www.lockheedmartin.com) 
and search for the code of conduct and ethics training programs.

Enforcing Ethical Behavior and Whistle-Blowing
If employees are rewarded88 rather than punished for their unethical behavior, or if 
managers know about it and do nothing, both employees and managers are more likely 
to engage in unethical business practices. But you need to be fair in judging and pun-
ishing the offender to avoid negative effects.

As a means of enforcing ethical behavior, employees should be encouraged to 
become internal whistle-blowers. Whistle-blowing occurs when employees expose what 
they believe to be unethical behavior by their fellow employees. Some organizations 
have anonymous tip methods of reporting violations. Whistle-blowing should begin 
internally, and information should go up the chain of command. If nothing is done, 
then the whistle-blower can go outside the organization as a last resort. According to 
the law and ethics, whistle-blowers should not suffer any negative consequences.

the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)
The FCPA law bars U.S.-based or U.S.-listed companies from bribing foreign officials 
in exchange for business and requires them to keep accurate books and records. But it 
is sometimes hard to tell the difference between a legitimate business expense and a 
bribe. Thus, global companies need to clarify the difference in their code of ethics, top 
managers must set the example, and penalties for illegal behavior must be enforced. 
GE is known for taking pride in not paying bribes to gain business globally.

WOrK APPLICAtION 2-6

Select a business and identify how it manages ethics.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
AND SUSTAINABILITY
>> LO 2-8:  Characterize the three levels of social responsibility and explain 

its relationship with sustainability.

Ethics and social responsibility are closely related, as being socially responsible is 
going beyond legal and economic obligations to do the right things and acting in ways 

Lockheed Martin has a 
sophisticated program 
to manage ethics. the 
organization has ethics 
officers who create the 
ethics code and conduct 
ethics training for 
employees.

©iStockphoto.com/josephgruber
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Ethical Approach

Identify each statement by its approach to making 
ethical decisions.

A. Golden Rule

B. four-way test

C. stakeholders’ approach

D. discernment and advice

E. code of ethics

F. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)

______ 26. “I try to treat people the way I want them 
to treat me.”

______ 27. “Cindy, what do you think of my decision 
for handling this situation?”

______ 28. “Clark, you can’t offer the Saudi prince a 
BMW M3 car if he buys our product. It’s 
illegal.”

______ 29. “I’m a member of Rotary International, 
so I use its approach when I make 
decisions.”

______ 30. “I follow the guidelines the company 
gave all of us to use to make sure I’m 
doing the right thing.”

______ 31. “Joel, it’s against my religion to lie, so I 
will not lie for you. Would you want me 
to lie to you?”

______ 32. “I try to make sure that everyone 
affected by my decisions gets a fair 
deal.”

2-5 APPLYING tHE CONCEPt

that benefit stakeholders and society.89 In this section, we’ll discuss social responsibil-
ity to stakeholders, the levels of social responsibility, and sustainability.

What Is Social responsibility?
Business is recognized as a substantive force in shaping social issues, so how should 
business influence society?90 Social responsibility (SR) is often called corporate social 
responsibility, or CSR, an umbrella term for exploring the responsibilities of business 
and its role in society.91 SR is about doing good and doing no harm and relationships 
with stakeholders.92 When Google started, it had the motto, “Don’t be evil.” Social 
responsibility is the conscious effort to operate in a manner that creates a win-win 
situation for all stakeholders. Notice we say making a “conscious effort.” Why? Again, 
businesses can’t always create a win-win for all their multiple stakeholders, because 
they often have conflicting objectives.93

Should Businesses Be Socially Responsible to Stakeholders?

In the past, there was debate over this question, and why would corporations behave 
in socially responsible ways?94 . However, today, business is expected to improve 
the general welfare of society.95 Major corporations have to be socially accountable 
because stakeholders, including customers, the media, and the public, are increas-
ingly demanding it as activists pressure corporations.96 Major corporations are 
expected to help solve the world’s most challenging problems.97 So again, if you run 
a business, you can’t just do whatever you want to do. Like it or not, businesses have 
to be socially responsible.

Does It Pay to Be Socially Responsible?

There is debate on the question of how CSR affects corporate financial and economic 
performance.98 With so many factors affecting profits, how do you measure only CSR 
contribution to profits? But if it didn’t benefit the company in some way (improved 
competitive position and enhanced reputation), why would virtually all large public 
corporations have CSR programs?99 Several companies with reputations for being SR 
have much larger profits than those that have poor reputations.100

social responsibility The 
conscious effort to operate in a 
manner that creates a win-win 
situation for all stakeholders.
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Responsibilities to Stakeholders

Here are some basic examples of how all compa-
nies need to be SR to their internal and external 
environmental stakeholders. Companies must 
provide employees with safe working conditions 
and with adequate pay and benefits. For custom-
ers, the company must provide safe products. For 
society, the company should improve the quality 
of life, or at least not destroy the environment. 
The company must compete fairly with compet-
itors and must work with suppliers in a coop-
erative manner. It must abide by the laws and 
regulations of government and strive to provide 
equal employment opportunities for the labor 
force. The company must provide shareholders 
with a reasonable profit.

Social Entrepreneurs and Hybrid Organizations
There is growth in the number of social entrepreneurs who combine their concern for 
social issues with their desire for financial rewards. Social entrepreneurs create social 
enterprises or hybrid organizations. Hybrid organizations pursue a social mission and 
sustain their operations through commercial activities through work integration social 
enterprises (WISEs). The dual social and profit mission drives WISE social performance.101

Blake Mycoskie founded TOMS to make money and help solve a social problem 
of children having no shoes to wear, resulting in blisters, sores, and infections. His 
business model is “With every pair you purchase, TOMS will give a pair of new shoes 
to a child in need. One for One.” With a social mission, Toms Shoes, also known by the 
stylized name TOMS, received lots of free publicity, and sales have increased, resulting 
in Mycoskie making lots of money for being SR.

The B Corp

B Corps (benefits corporation) are a new type of company that uses the power of busi-
ness to solve social and environmental problems—it’s their mission.102 B Corp is a title 
given to companies meeting the certification requirements. There are around 2,800 
certified B Corps from 60 countries, including Ben & Jerry’s, Cabot, and New Belgium 
Brewing. For information on certification requirements, visit www.bcorporation.net.103

CSr reporting
Virtually all of the Fortune 500 companies have formal CSR programs. Corporations 
are even measuring and assessing how well they meet their SR goals. The measures 
are commonly called corporate social performance (CSP). Visit your favorite large cor-
poration’s website, and you will most likely find a link stating how the firm engages in 
CSR; it is even included in most of the firm’s annual reports, often called a social audit 
as its measure of social behavior.

Forbes and Fortune help promote CSR and its reporting in these two ways. Forbes 
has its America’s Best Corporate Citizens The Just 100, which ranked Microsoft first 
and Intel second for doing well while doing good.104 The Fortune CEO Initiative is a 
forum for corporate leaders who are committed to addressing major social problems as 
part of their core business strategies. Members include well known CEOs like Apple’s 
Tim Cook and IBM’s Ginni Rometty and lesser known CEOs like Spencer Rascoff of 
Zillow and Lisa Wardell of Global Education.105 Visit www.TheCEOInitiative.com for 
more information about the organization and a full list of its more than 100 members.

WOrK APPLICAtION 2-7

Select a business and identify how it is socially responsible on a specific issue.

Blake Mycoskie opened 
a TOMS store in Venice, 
California, to further his  
buy-one-give-one mission to 
help provide shoes to children 
in need.

Jerod Harris/Getty Images for TOMS
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Levels of Corporate Social responsibility
Clearly, in today’s society, the question is not whether business should be socially 
responsible but at what level of CSR the business should operate. Businesses do vary 
greatly in their social responsibility activities, based on the overall level of CSR at 
which they decide to operate. Managers can choose to operate the business at one of 
three levels of CSR. The levels of corporate CSR are legal, ethical, and benevolent. 
However, a firm can be between levels or be on different levels for different issues. See 
Exhibit 2-6 for an illustration of the three levels.

levels of corporate CSr There 
are three levels of corporate CSR: 
legal, ethical, and benevolent.

Sex, Profanity, and 
Violence

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has 
the power to regulate television broadcasts. Advocates 
for more regulation (Parents television Council and 
Mediawatch-UK) state that TV shows with violent acts, 
profanity, and sexual content should be shown later at 
night when children most likely will not be watching. For 
example, many Seinfeld episodes have sexual themes, 
and the show was not aired until 9:00 p.m., but now it’s 
shown at all hours of the day. Sex and the City, Family 
Guy, Keeping Up With the Kardashians, Impractical 
Jokers, and other shows with inappropriate content, 
sexual content, and violence are also shown at all hours.

Another related issue is that some advocates (both male 
and female) would like to stop or limit the portrayal of girls 
and women as sex objects and showing violence against 
them on TV and movies, in songs and music videos, and 
video games. They would like females to be portrayed as 
intellectuals that you would want to get to know as a person, 
not just as a sex object. Advocates believe that watching 
females portrayed as sex objects leads to a narrow view 
of the total person. Girls who aren’t sexually attractive can 
have more negative self-perceptions, and boys can view 
girls simply as sex objects. Also, watching violence against 
females can lead to more violence against them.

However, advocates against regulation (National 
Coalition Against Censorship) don’t want censorship 
at all, on the grounds that it violates free speech. 
They claim it’s up to the parents and adults to restrict 
viewing TV and movies, listening to music and 
watching videos, and playing video games they don’t 
approve of.

1. How does TV influence societal values? 
(Consider that many children watch as many as 
five hours of TV per day.)

2. Do TV shows that include sex and violence 
reflect religious and societal values?

3. Is it ethical and socially responsible to air TV 
shows with sexual content, profanity, and 
violence during hours when children are 
watching?

4. Is it ethical and socially responsible to portray 
women as sex objects and to show violence 
against them?

5. Should the FCC regulate the media and, if so, 
how far should it go? Should it make networks, 
music companies, and video games tone down 
the sex and violence or have greater restrictions 
on content?

2-2 JOIN tHE DISCUSSION •	 EtHICS & SOCIAL rESPONSIBILItY

EXHIBIt 2-6

Levels of Corporate Social responsibility

3. Benevolent CSR. Focus on profitability and 
helping society through philanthropy. 

1. Legal CSR. Focus on maximizing profits while obeying the law.

2. Ethical CSR. Focus on profitability and going beyond the 
law to do what is right, just, and fair.
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Legal CSR

Legal CSR focuses on maximizing profits while obeying the law. In dealings with mar-
ket stakeholders, these firms meet all of their legal responsibilities, such as fulfilling 
contract obligations and providing legally safe products while honoring guarantees 
and warranties. They do what it takes to beat the competition legally. For example, 
Philip Morris sells cigarettes and e-cigarettes and Smith & Wesson sells guns. These 
products are legal. But some question the ethics of selling such products.

Ethical CSR

Ethical CSR focuses on profitability and doing what is right, just, and fair. These 
companies do more than is required in dealing with market stakeholders. They meet 
reasonable societal expectations and exceed government laws and regulations. CVS 
voluntarily gave up selling legal cigarettes at an estimated cost of $2 billion a year.106 
Dick’s Sporting Goods voluntarily stopped selling assault weapons.

Benevolent CSR

Benevolent CSR focuses on profitability and helping society through philanthropy. 
These firms are philanthropic, giving gifts of money or other resources to charitable 
causes—often called giving back. If you are attending a nonprofit college or university, 
the odds are that it receives money or other resources from companies, such as the 
Kauffman Foundation, as part of its CSR programs.

Let’s face it: A company can’t be benevolent if it is not making a profit—you can’t 
give away profits you don’t make. CVS wouldn’t have given up selling cigarettes if it 
weren’t profitable. In addition to giving corporate money, many rich entrepreneurs set 
up foundations and give their own money, such as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg plans to give away 99% of his Facebook stock; 
however, Zuckerberg and his wife Priscilla Chan created a limited-liability company, 
the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative (CZI),107 rather than a foundation, which may become 
the new philanthropic model.108

A Situational Approach to CSR

Although firms have an overall guiding commitment to CSR, the level of CSR can and 
does vary based on individual issues. CSR has been called enlightened self-interest 
because firms will be motivated to engage in CSR activities when the benefits out-
weigh the costs. However, each issue requires analysis, risk–reward considerations, and 
knowledge of how the stakeholder relations affect the overall health of the corporation. 
The challenge is balancing profit and social impact.109

Amazon (IOM 4) is clearly on the benevolent level overall. However, it has been 
criticized for remaining only at the legal level (not the ethical level) in the situation in 
which it has refused to pay employees for the time it takes for them to pass through 
an anti-theft screen after their shifts in its warehouses, up to a half-hour per day. 
Employees even took Amazon to court to force it to pay, but the court said it doesn’t 
have to pay, and it still refuses to do so. Should Amazon move up to the ethical level and 
pay employees for that time?

What Is Sustainability?
Sustainability is meeting the needs of the present world without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.110 Society expects sustainability 
and for managers to use resources wisely and responsibly; protect the environment; 
minimize the amount of air, water, energy, minerals, and other materials used to pro-
duce the final goods we consume; recycle and reuse these goods to the extent possible 
rather than drawing on nature to replenish them; respect nature’s calm, tranquility, and 
beauty; and eliminate toxins that harm people in the workplace and communities.111 
President Barack Obama stated, “No challenge poses a greater threat to future gener-
ations than climate change.”112

Corporations are accepting the environment as an important external stakeholder. 
Including sustainability in managing the business is being socially responsible as its 

sustainability Meeting the 
needs of the present world 
without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet 
their own needs.
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CHAPtEr 2 The enviROnMenT  63

part of CSR, and it can cut cost as it has at Ball Corporation and it can be profit-
able.113 Merck & Co. has a vaccine business with more than $6 billion in annual sales. 
It developed inoculations against pneumonia, shingles, HPV, and Ebola virus, saving 
countless lives globally, while making a profit.114 The use of renewable energy is on the 
increase, and sustainability standards are becoming the standard.

What Is the Triple Bottom Line?

Corporate sustainability requires managers to simultaneously address widely diverg-
ing but interconnected concern for the natural environment, social welfare, and eco-
nomic prosperity of the firm. Moving away from the single bottom line, sustainability 
managers are focusing on the triple bottom line to balance planet, people, and profits.115 
Southwest Airlines uses the triple bottom line slogan: profits, people, planet.116 Some 
companies are using triple bottom-line accounting. Many corporations are addressing 
sustainability changes, and an important part of the reason is that it can pay to do so.117

Sustainability Practices and Green Companies

Sustainability issues influence activities in the business world as organizations work 
to reduce their environmental impacts. A green company acts in a way that minimizes 
damage to the environment. With the environmental problems such as air, water, and 
other forms of pollution, many new ventures have been created in green management. 
Some social entrepreneurs are very interested in environmental issues and are starting 
businesses to help large companies become more sustainable. Pratt Industries makes 
corrugated boxes using 100%-recycled paper, saving an estimated 50,000 trees a day, 
with an estimated company value of $3.4 billion.118 With the trend toward online shop-
ping and boxed delivery, Pratt is making an environmental impact. Walmart is saving 
billions in costs by reducing its environmental footprint.119

Sustainability management is important, and a new corporate title has emerged—
chief sustainability officer (CSO). CSOs are in charge of the corporation’s environmen-
tal programs. AT&T, DuPont, and Google have a CSO. Many companies, including 
Intel, are giving annual sustainability reports. Companies are helping each other 
develop sustainability best practices. The Dow Jones Sustainability Index, the DJSI,  
is a family of indexes evaluating the sustainability performance of the largest compa-
nies listed on the Dow Jones Global Total Stock Market Index and helps corporations 
measure their sustainability.120

Amazon (IOM 4) is considered an ethical company with a code of ethics. One of 
the many things it does to be socially responsible is to support and offer grants for 
more than 30 not-for-profit author and publisher groups that foster the creation, discus-
sion, and publication of books. Amazon is also a green company that has reduced pack-
aging and makes sure it is made from recycled materials that can be recycled again, 
and its headquarters was built to have eco-friendly buildings with LEED (Leadership 
in Energy and Environmental Design)–certified interiors and exterior.

WOrK APPLICAtION 2-8

Select a business and identify its sustainability practices.

TRENDS AND ISSUES IN MANAGEMENT
Culture, ethics, and social responsibility are more and more at the forefront of all busi-
nesses. Here we will examine the trends affecting these topics related to globalization 
and diversity and technology, as well as trends specific to ethics, CSR, and sustainability.

Globalization and Diversity
Clearly, today’s businesses compete in a global external environment, and multi-
national corporations (MNCs) have to manage their internal resources in each country 
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to match the external stakeholders with different legal systems and languages.121 Think 
about the complexity of developing relationships and negotiating doing business in 
more than a hundred countries globally with the same organizational culture but with 
diverse local national cultures.122 MNCs are recruiting global managers with the capa-
bilities required to manage in culturally, economically, and institutionally diverse loca-
tions.123 Globalization and cultural diversity are so important to your career success we 
will discuss these issues in the topics of the next chapter and in the “Trends and Issues” 
section of every chapter.

technology and the Shared Economy
The trend of technology replacing employees will continue. Fast food restaurants 
including McDonald’s are now using large touch-screen tablets to take your order and 
payment. Companies will continue to use technology to improve products. Camp Bow 
Wow uses technology that holds information to check the dogs in and out of camp, 
and you can access its live webcams on your computer or smartphone to check in on 
your dog.124

Recall that technology is about how you transform inputs into outputs, and we 
have low tech, as Amazon is working on faster delivery by bicycle, not just high-
tech drones. Unlike competitors, T.J. Maxx is not using big data to figure out what 
shoppers want or changing to online sales. Instead, T.J. Maxx is sticking with old 
school merchandise buyers using instincts. The results are that T.J. Maxx is the  
fastest-growing retailer (it plans to open 250 stores),125 while Sears, Macy’s, and others 
are closing stores.

The trend toward living in a shared economy will continue. The Uber and Airbnb 
business model is being copied by other companies. SnapGoods is a takeoff of Taylor 
Rental with individuals lending and borrowing assets. Have you been in a city with 
bike sharing? China’s Mobike has more than 100 million registered users with 6 million 
Mobike connected bikes. It had more daily riders than Uber; it averages 20 million a day, 
is also in Singapore and the U.K., and plans on coming to America.126 The auto industry 
(including GM, Fiat Chrysler, and Toyota) is planning to put fewer cars in garages and 
have more car sharing and mobility services.127 BlaBlaCar connects long-distance drives 
with passengers going the same way; it’s a carpooling business.

Ethics, CSr, and Sustainability in the Global Environment
We discussed ethics focusing on America, but unethical behavior is a global issue. 
Ethical standards are ambiguous globally. With specific country characteristics come 
varying ethical standards. In some countries, giving bribes is illegal and considered 
unethical, whereas in others, it is the accepted way of doing business. Think of the com-
plexity of dealing with ethics and having a common code of ethics when conducting 
business in 100 countries.

Our last issue is CSR and Sustainability, and the level does vary by country.128 
MNCs are not just expected to act for the good of society in their home countries; 
they are expected to be good global corporate citizens and help solve global grand 
challenges.129 The policy of business being neutral on social issues has changed, 
as more MNCs are speaking up on and getting involved in social issues, including 
Apple CEO Tim Cook.130

The United Nations Global Compact is the world’s largest global sustainability 
initiative with close to 1,000 companies from more than 160 countries. It developed 
17 goals—The Global Goals For Sustainable Development.131 People are also working 
to develop technology so we can drink the ocean, filters large enough to clean the air 
of a city, and systems to turn drilling waste water into clean electric energy.

Unfortunately, consumers and businesses stakeholders don’t always make envi-
ronmentally friendly purchases. Despite the strong U.S. federal government regula-
tory pressure for automakers to produce electric vehicles (EVs), in 2008 there were 
12 EVs offered and represented 2.3 percent of auto sales with the Japanese Toyota 
Prius having the largest market share. Today, there are some 55 models, and repre-
sent around only 3 percent of sales.132 Are you will to pay more for environmentally 
friendly products?
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Want a better grade?

Get the tools you need to sharpen your study skills. access practice quizzes, eFlashcards, video and 
multimedia, and more at edge.sagepub.com/lussier9e.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The message of this chapter boils down to this: As a manager, you are going to have to manage the organization’s internal 
environment (including its organizational culture) while interacting with its global external environment to create a win-win situation 
for stakeholders through ethical and socially responsible leadership while creating long-term sustainability. Is that a big enough 
challenge for you? A review of the learning objectives follows:

2-1. Explain how internal and external environmental factors affect the internal business environment.

Management refers to the people responsible for an organization’s performance. Mission is the organization’s purpose or 
reason for being. The organization has human, physical, financial, and informational resources to accomplish its mission. The 
systems process is the method of transforming inputs into outputs as the organization accomplishes its mission. Structure 
refers to the way in which the organization groups its resources to accomplish its mission.

Customers decide what products the business offers, and without customer value, there are no customers or business. 
Competitors’ business practices often have to be duplicated in order to maintain customer value. Poor-quality inputs from 
suppliers result in poor-quality outputs without customer value. Without a qualified labor force, products and services 
will have little or no customer value. Shareholders, through an elected board of directors, hire top managers and provide 
directives for the organization. Society, to a great extent, determines what are acceptable business practices and can 
pressure business for changes. The business must develop new technologies, or at least keep up with them, to provide 
customer value. Economic activity affects the organization’s ability to provide customer value. For example, inflated prices 
lead to lower customer value. Governments set the rules and regulations that businesses must adhere to.

2-2. Describe the three levels of organizational culture and their relationship to each other.

Level 1 of culture is behavior—the actions employees take. Level 2 is values and beliefs. Values represent the way people 
believe they ought to behave, and beliefs represent if–then statements. Level 3 is assumptions—values and beliefs that 
are deeply ingrained as unquestionably true. Values, beliefs, and assumptions provide the operating principles that guide 
decision making and behavior.

2-3. State the ethical viewpoints used to define ethics.

• Utilitarian view states that ethical decisions should be based on creating greater good for society (provide the greater good 
for the greatest number based on consequences/outcomes of actions).

• rights view states that ethical decisions should respect and protect individual privileges (right to privacy, free speech).

• Justice view states that ethical decisions should be made to treat everyone fairly and impartially (don’t discriminate, which 
we will discuss in the next chapter).

2-4. Explain how people justify unethical behavior.

People commonly use unethical behavior for personal gain or to avoid getting into trouble. People justify their behavior to 
protect their self-concept by rationalizing that there is a good reason for using the unethical behavior.

2-5. Name three factors that influence behavior to be ethical or unethical.

The three factors that influence behavior are personality traits and attitudes (some people have more integrity), the level of 
moral development (preconventional, conventional, postconventional), and the situations (sometimes there is more incentive 
to be unethical).

2-6. Identify four guides to ethical behavior.

The four guidelines that help ensure ethical behavior are following the Golden Rule (“Don’t do anything to anyone that 
you would not want someone to do to you”), answering the four questions of the four-way test (Is it the truth? Is it fair to 
all concerned? Will it build goodwill and friendship? Will it be beneficial to all concerned?), trying to create a win-win 
situation for all relevant stakeholders so that everyone benefits from the decision with the stakeholder’s approach, and using 
discernment and advice to consider if the behavior is ethical and asking others whether it is ethical.
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2-7. State three things organizations should do to manage ethics.

To manage ethics, organizations should develop codes of ethics and conduct training, top managers should support the code 
and lead by example, and the code should be enforced and violators punished by encouraging whistle-blowing.

2-8. Characterize the three levels of social responsibility and explain its relationship with sustainability.

Social responsibility is the conscious effort to operate in a manner that creates a win-win situation for all stakeholders. 
The three levels of social responsibility include legal (focus on maximizing profits while obeying the law), ethical (focus on 
profitability and going beyond the law to do what is right, just, and fair), and benevolent (focus on profitability and helping 
society through philanthropy). Social responsibility and sustainability are related because part of being socially responsible is 
maintaining or improving the firm’s sustainability.
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Key Term Review

Complete each of the following statements using one of this chapter’s key terms:

 1. The organization’s _____ includes the factors that affect the organization’s performance from within its boundaries.

 2. The organization’s _____ is its purpose or reason for being.

 3. An _____ consists of the values, beliefs, and assumptions about appropriate behavior that members of an organization 
share.

 4. The _____ is the technology used to transform inputs into outputs to make and deliver products and services.

 5. _____ is a process that involves everyone in an organization focusing on the customer to continually improve product value.

 6. The three _____ are behavior, values and beliefs, and assumptions.

 7. _____ articulate a vision for an organization and reinforce the culture through slogans, symbols, and ceremonies.

 8. A _____ has a culture that values sharing knowledge so as to adapt to the changing environment and continuously improve.

 9. The organization’s _____ includes the factors outside its boundaries that affect its performance.

10. _____ are the standards of right and wrong that influence behavior.

11. Using the _____, when making decisions, you try to create a win-win situation for all relevant stakeholders so that everyone 
benefits from the decision.

12. _____ is the conscious effort to operate in a manner that creates a win-win situation for all stakeholders.

13. _____ is meeting the needs of the present world without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs.

Review Questions

 1. What are the factors within the internal environment?

 2. What are the components of the systems process?

 3. How is quality determined, and why do people buy products?

 4. What is the external environment?

 5. What are the six artifacts of organizational culture?

 6. What are the levels of culture?

 7. What is a learning organization?
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 8. What are the levels of moral development?

 9. How do people justify unethical behavior?

10. What is the stakeholders’ approach to ethics?

11. What is social responsibility?

12. What are some ways businesses are going “green”?

Communication Skills

The following critical-thinking questions can be used for class discussion and/or as written assignments to develop communication 
skills. Be sure to give complete explanations for all questions.

 1. Do you believe that most organizations focus on creating customer value?

 2. Do you think that all organizations should use total quality management (TQM)? Explain your answer.

 3. What is the relationship among management and mission, resources, the systems process, and structure? Which of these 
internal factors are ends, and which are means?

 4. If you can’t control the external environment, why be concerned about it anyway?

 5. Which of the six artifacts, or important ways that employees learn about organizational culture, is the most important?

 6. What is the difference between a strong and weak organizational culture, and which is preferable?

 7. What is symbolic leadership? Is it important?

 8. What is a learning organization? Should a manager create one?

 9. Do you believe that ethical behavior will pay off in the long run?

10. Do you have your own guide to ethical behavior that you follow now? Will you use one of the guides from the text? If yes, 
which one and why?

11. Can ethics be taught and learned?

12. Do you believe that companies benefit from being socially responsible? Why or why not?

13. Do you believe that all businesses should go “green”? Why or why not?

CASES

Case 2-1 Whole Foods Market

Whole Foods Market is a natural and organic foods retailer started by John Mackey and Renee Lawson in 1978. The company is 
headquartered in Austin, Texas. Today it operates 456 stores in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom and employs 
approximately 93,000 employees.

The mission statement of Whole Foods Market is:

“A dynamic leader in the quality food business. We are a mission-driven company that aims to set the standards of excellence 
for food retailers. We are building a business in which high standards permeate all aspects of our company. Quality is a state of 
mind at Whole Foods Market.”

The company’s core values include a focus on the following: selling the highest quality natural and organic products available, 
satisfying, delighting, and nourishing our customers, supporting team member excellence and happiness, creating wealth through 
profits and growth, serving and supporting our local and global communities, practicing and advancing environmental stewardship, 
creating ongoing partnerships with our suppliers, and promoting the health of our stakeholders through healthy eating education.

The company has a variety of key strengths that it can leverage to achieve a competitive advantage in the future. First, it maintains a 
strong emphasis on the highest quality standards for all of its food and health products and customer service. Second, Whole Foods 
enjoys a strong brand reputation as being a good place to work as well as a great place to shop. Finally, the company has developed a 
highly motivated workforce that believes in its mission, is engaged, and is team oriented.

In terms of Whole Food’s external environment, there are some additional key opportunities that are noteworthy. First, the company 
could export its business by opening retail stores in other countries. It could also expand its supply chain to a global level in order to 
obtain the highest-quality products for its customers. Finally, it could attempt to modify its pricing strategy to be more competitive with 
the growing number of retailers that are getting into the natural and organic foods market.
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Whole Foods also places a strong emphasis on being an ethical and socially responsible company based on its core values of serving 
and supporting local and global communities and sustainability. The company’s statement of its philosophy regarding sustainable 
agriculture includes the following principles:

We respect our environment and recycle, reuse, and reduce our waste wherever and whenever we can;

We are committed to greater production of organically and bio-dynamically grown foods to reduce pesticide use and 
promote soil conservation;

We reduce waste and consumption of non-renewable resources. We promote and participate in recycling programs in our 
communities. We are committed to re-usable packaging, reduced packaging, and water and energy conservation.

We encourage environmentally sound cleaning and store maintenance programs. In 2017, Amazon acquired Whole Foods. 
So only time will tell how Amazon will change Whole Foods.

Discussion Questions

1. What are the key internal environmental factors facing Whole Foods Market?

2. What are the key external environmental factors facing Whole Foods?

3. Describe the organizational culture at Whole Foods.

4. What does Whole Foods do to support being an ethical and socially responsible business?

5. Do you agree with Whole Foods Market’s emphasis on being socially responsible and ethical in how it does business? Why or why 
not?

6. Is it a good or bad idea for Whole Foods to lower the quality standards for its food items so that it can reduce prices and 
potentially broaden the appeal of shopping there to a wider range of consumers?

references

http://www.makingafortune.biz/list-of-companies-w/whole-foods-market.htm; http://www.reuters.com/finance/stocks/companyProfile?symbol=WFM.O; 
http://www.wholefoodsmarket.com/company-info/whole-foods-market-history; http://panmore.com/whole-foods-market-swot-analysis-
recommendations; http://www.wholefoodsmarket.com/mission-values; http://busn30-ethicalcompanies.weebly.com/whole-foods-market.html; http://
www.wholefoodsmarket.com/mission-values/caring-communities

Case created by Loren Kuzuhara, University of Wisconsin–Madison.

Case 2-2 Ride ’Em Cowboys: Wells Fargo and the Seattle City Council

This stagecoach likely makes a stop near you. Wells Fargo & Company owns Wells Fargo Bank, which is one of the largest 
banks in the United States with more than 8,800 bank branches in 40-plus states.

The vision of the company is:

“We want to satisfy our customers’ financial needs and help them succeed financially.”

This unites us around a simple premise: Customers can be better served when they have a relationship with a trusted provider 
that knows them well, provides reliable guidance, and can serve their full range of financial needs.

Wells Fargo’s core values can be summarized as:

• Customer-centric

• Employees as teams providing a competitive advantage

• High ethical standards

• Diversity and inclusion in employees

• Focused on leadership across the organization

Community banking represents Wells Fargo’s largest segment. Its wholesale banking arm handles corporate banking across 
the United States and around the world; activities include investment banking and capital markets, securities investment, 
commercial real estate, and capital finance. . . . The firm’s three business segments are: community banking, serving 
consumers and small businesses; wholesale banking, whose clients include businesses with annual sales in excess of  
$5 million and financial institutions; and wealth and investment management (formerly wealth, brokerage, and retirement), 
a provider of financial advisory services to clients, including ultra-high-worth families and individuals and their endowments 
and foundations through its Abbot Downing division.
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As a community bank, Wells Fargo asserts it takes its values very seriously.

Our values should guide every conversation, decision, and interaction. Our values should anchor every product and service we 
provide and every channel we operate.

Its values are embodied in its motto “Creating solutions for stronger communities” with its social responsibility priorities including 
diversity and social inclusion, economic empowerment and environmental sustainability. Two of its three principles, economic 
empowerment and environmental sustainability, are critical to its community outreach.

Community reinvestment is an integral part of our culture. We understand that we can be no stronger, nor more successful, than 
the neighborhoods and communities where we do business.

We are committed to doing our part to accelerate the transition to a lower-carbon economy and reduce the impacts of climate 
change. We do this by increasing our operational efficiency; advancing clean technology; innovation; and other environmental 
solutions. We engage our customers, team members, suppliers, and community partners in our efforts to reduce waste, conserve 
resources, and support resilient communities.

It came as a surprise to many when on February 7, 2017, the Seattle City Council voted to cut ties with banking giant Wells Fargo 
over its role as a lender to the Dakota Access pipeline project as well as other business practices. (Wells Fargo has said it is one of 
17 firms involved in financing the pipeline and is providing $120 million of the $2.5 billion.) It also called out Wells Fargo for a number 
of enforcement orders issued against it in recent years. Regulators fined Wells Fargo $185 million after employees opened millions 
of customer accounts fraudulently to meet sales goals.

Seattle’s measure came on the same day the Army told Congress it would allow the $3.8 billion Dakota Access oil pipeline to cross 
under a Missouri River reservoir in North Dakota, completing the disputed four-state project. The Standing Rock Sioux, whose 
reservation is just downstream from the pipeline’s crossing, feared a leak would pollute the tribe’s drinking water. Environmental 
activists across the country have called on a number of banks to stop financing the construction of the oil pipeline as well as on 
individuals to pull their money out of those banks.

Wells Fargo managed more than $3 billion of Seattle’s operating account, processing everything from payroll and vendor payments 
to revenues collected from city business taxes to city fines. “While we are disappointed that the city has decided to end our 18-year 
relationship, we stand ready to support Seattle with its financial services needs in the future,” said Tim Brown, Wells Fargo Middle 
Market Banking regional manager.

In the wake of this announcement, California, New Mexico, Illinois, and New York City, among others, announced they would suspend 
some business relationships with the bank.

Ironically, in May 2018, the city of Seattle ended up renewing its contract with Wells Fargo as it could not find another bank able to 
meet its needs. However, in the end, the Dakota Access Pipeline was built and went into service in May 2017.

Discussion Questions

 1. Which external factors/stakeholders are addressed in this case?

 2. What artifact(s) embody the culture and underlying values of Wells Fargo?

 3. In this case, Wells Fargo’s values and beliefs do not seem to match its behavior. Explain.

 4. Given your answer to question 3, how would you characterize the firm’s culture (strong or weak)?

 5. Classify Wells Fargo’s moral development as a firm within the context of this case. Indicate its level of development as per its 
stated values as well as its level of development given its actions in this case.

 6. Using the Guide to Ethical Behavior, apply one of the guides to this case.

 7. Given Wells Fargo’s actions in this case, at what level of social responsibility would you classify it?

 8. Given the movement toward evaluating a firm based upon the triple bottom line, how would you rate Wells Fargo?

Cumulative Case Questions

 9. Tim Brown, Wells Fargo Middle Market Banking regional manager, expressed Wells Fargo’s reaction to the Seattle City Council’s 
actions as disappointing but stated that he and his firm stand ready to serve the Seattle community. Which of Mintzberg’s 
management role categories was Brown enacting?

10. Was Tim Brown the proper-level manager to have expressed Wells Fargo’s reaction to the Seattle City Council’s actions?
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Case created by Loren Kuzuhara, University of Wisconsin–Madison.

SKILL BUILDER 2-1

Ethics and Whistle-Blowing

Objective

To determine your level of ethics.

Skills

The primary skills developed through this exercise are:

1. Management skill—interpersonal

2. AACSB competencies—ethical understanding and reasoning abilities and reflective thinking skills and application of 
knowledge

3. Management function—leading

Preparing for Skill Builder 2-1

For this exercise, first complete Self-Assessment 2-1 in the chapter.

Discussion Questions

1. Who is harmed by and who benefits from the unethical behaviors in items 1 through 3?

2. For items 4 through 24, select the three (circle their numbers) you consider the most unethical. Who is harmed by and who benefits 
from these unethical behaviors?

3. If you observed unethical behavior but didn’t report it, why didn’t you report the behavior? If you did blow the whistle, what 
motivated you to do so? What was the result?

4. As a manager, it is your responsibility to uphold ethical behavior. If you know employees are doing any of these unethical 
behaviors, will you take action to enforce compliance with ethical standards?

5. What can you do to prevent unethical behavior?

6. As part of the class discussion, share any of the other unethical behaviors you observed and listed.

You may be asked to present your answers to the class or share them in small groups in class or online.

Apply It

What did I learn from this experience? How will I use this knowledge in the future?

SKILL BUILDER 2-2

The Organizational Environment and Management Practices Analysis

Objective

To determine an organization’s environment, culture, ethics, social responsibility, and sustainability.
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Skills

The primary skills developed through this exercise are:

 1. Management skill—decision making

 2. AACSB competencies—dynamics of the global economy, ethical understanding and reasoning abilities, multicultural and 
diversity understanding, and application of knowledge

 3. Management function—planning

Preparing for Skill Builder 2-2

For this exercise, you will select a specific organization, preferably one you work for or have worked for, and answer the questions as 
they relate to the business you have selected. You may contact people in the organization to get your answers. Write your answers to 
all questions.

the Internal Environment

 1. Identify the top managers and briefly discuss their leadership style.

 2. State the organization’s mission.

 3. Identify some of the organization’s major resources.

 4. Explain the organization’s systems process. Discuss how the organization ensures quality and customer value.

 5. Identify the organization’s structure by listing its major departments.

the External Environment

In answering this section’s questions, be sure to state how each of these external factors affects the organization.

 6. Identify the organization’s target customers.

 7. Identify the organization’s major competitors.

 8. Identify the organization’s major suppliers.

 9. What labor force does the organization primarily recruit from?

10. Does the organization have shareholders? Is its stock listed on one of the three major stock exchanges? If yes, which one?

11. How does the organization affect society and vice versa?

12. Describe some of the past, present, and future technologies of the organization’s industry. Is the organization a technology 
leader?

13. Identify the governments that affect the organization. List some of the major laws and regulations affecting the business.

14. Explain how the economy affects the organization.

Culture

15. Does the organization use all six artifacts to teach culture? Explain which are used and how.

16. Describe the culture at all three levels. Is it a strong or a weak culture?

17. Is the firm creating a learning organization? Explain why or why not.

Ethics

18. Does the organization have any guides to ethical behavior, such as a code of ethics? If yes, explain.

19. How does the organization manage ethics? Does it have a code of ethics? If so, what does the code cover? Does top 
management lead by good ethical example? Are ethical behaviors enforced? If so, how?

Social responsibility

20. Is the organization socially responsible? If so, how?

21. What is the organization’s overall level of CSR?
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Sustainability

22. Does the organization use any sustainability practices? If yes, explain.

You may be asked to present your answers to the class or share them in small groups or online.

Apply It

What did I learn from this experience? How will I use this knowledge in the future?

SKILL BUILDER 2-3

Small Business Corporate Social Responsibility

Objective

To debate the value of social responsibility, including sustainability for a small business in your local community.

Skills

The primary skills developed through this exercise are:

1. Management skill—interpersonal and decision making

2. AACSB competencies—dynamics of the global economy, ethical understanding, reasoning abilities, and application of 
knowledge

3. Management function—planning

Preparing for Skill Builder 2-3

1. Select one of the three levels of CSR (1. legal, 2. ethical, 3. benevolent) you believe a small business in your community should 
operate on.

2. (a) Break into three groups based on the level of CSR you selected. (b) In your group, select a specific small business in your 
local community. (c) As a group, come up with a list of reasons why the business should operate at that level and why it should 
not operate at the other two levels. If your group selected benevolent, give specific things the business should do as part of its 
philanthropy program. (d) Select a spokesperson to present your list of answers to step c.

Conducting the Exercise in Class

1. The spokesperson from each group presents his or her list of answers to the class. Present from level 1 to 2 to 3.

2. After each presentation, or at the end of all three, the professor may lead a class debate, as other group members may 
challenge the level selected or specific issues listed, ask for further discussion, or give a summary.

Apply It

What did I learn from this experience? How will I use this knowledge in the future?
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